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Welcome back, readers! Hope everyone is hanging in and staying safe.

About the nicest thing you can say about 2020 is that it was...weird. And
that weirdness is reflected in IMAX's final box office figures for the year,
which look very different than the year prior. Or any other year, for that
matter.

But weird isn't all bad. As you'll see below, local language films were a
bright spot for IMAX in 2020. It's clear our work to build the IMAX brand in
film industries beyond Hollywood helped us weather the storm better the
most.

Hope you find this is as interesting as we do. Take care and thanks, as
always, for reading!
 

CELEBRATING IMAX CREATIVE

Exclusive IMAX poster for "1917"

We are constantly impressed with the exclusive artwork developed by the IMAX
Creative team — which so beautifully embodies the differentiation and elevated status
of The IMAX Experience.

Even though we had fewer new releases to promote in 2020, the team still pumped
out some excellent work. We did the unthinkable and asked Andrew Almendras, VP of
Creative for IMAX, to pick his favorite piece of work by the team from last year.

Andrew: Our global network of IMAX fans consistently look forward to the release of
our IMAX Exclusive Art across each film campaign.
 
Over the years, we’ve built great partnerships between IMAX Creative and studio
creative teams to develop some of the most powerful pieces of IMAX Exclusive Film
artwork. They separate us from competitors while ensuring our artwork still remains
cohesive within the overall studio campaign. When this happens, it is magical. My
favorite piece of IMAX Exclusive artwork in 2020 is from the film 1917 which we
released last January.
 
This artwork seamlessly integrates our IMAX frame to bring front and center a key
moment that places our audience at the heart of the IMAX Experience. Visually, it
effectively communicates that experiencing 1917 in IMAX fully immerses you into the
narrative and that IMAX gives you so much more— in this case, 26% more aspect
ratio.

IMAX 2020 BOX OFFICE: BY THE NUMBERS

Christopher Nolan and John David Washington on the set of "Tenet"

Total Global Box Office

$266 million

Top Ten Highest Grossing Markets

1. China
2. United States
3. Japan

Top Ten Highest Grossing Releases

1. Tenet ($41.2M)
2. Demon Slayer ($23M)
3. Star Wars: Rise of Skywalker ($21.1M)
4. Bad Boys For Life ($20M)
5. 1917 ($18.5M)
6. The Eight Hundred ($16.5M)
7. Jiang Ziya: Legend of Deification ($12.3M)
8. Birds of Prey ($12.1M)
9. My People, My Homeland ($9.3M)

10. Wonder Woman 1984 ($8.7M)

Local Language Highlights

2020 was IMAX's second best year ever for local language box office, behind
only its record-breaking year in 2019
Four out of the top ten (and six out of the top 12) IMAX releases of the year
were local language films
"The Eight Hundred" was the year's overall top grossing film with $461.3
million, and the first Asian film shot with IMAX cameras
"Demon Slayer" now ranks as the 5th highest grossing local language title ever
for IMAX

2021: DELAYED AGAIN...BUT STILL STACKED

MGM's Bond heads off to a new October release date

Not surprisingly, the 2021 theatrical release slate is once again on the move, with
Sony, Disney and Paramount last week announcing shifts in their schedules —
including Sony/MGM's "No Time to Die" moving to October 8, 2021.

While continued movement is all but certain, the forthcoming slate indeed holds an
"embarrassment of riches" for moviegoers when it finally arrives in theaters. 

Fandango editor Erik Davis is a great follow for an up-to-the-minute look at
Hollywood's theatrical lineup for 2021 and 2022.

To which we can say only, "Take our money!"

ICYMI!

While tensions linger among Warner Bros. and exhibitors given the studio's day-and-
date release strategy, everyone can probably agree on one thing:

The new trailer for "Godzilla vs. Kong" is awesome.

Thanks again for coming back week after week!

###

Please email comms@imax.com with any ideas, comments, or questions today!

If you have a question directly for IMAX Leadership, submit it on the Ask a Leader
platform on IMAX Source.

And, you can recognize someone’s work specifically through our Achievers platform.

Visit the IMAX People Site for information related to our business, your safety,
health and wellbeing as well as resources to help you deal with the personal

impact of COVID-19.

Optum also has a number of resources available to IMAX employees, including a
24/7 emotional support Public Crisis Line and other free resources, articles and
tools to help you and your family cope with a public health event. Register or

sign in as Guest with the code "imax".

https://ourpeople.imax.com/
https://www.liveandworkwell.com/content/en/public.html#
https://www.imaxsource.com/?redirectTo=%2Fsettings%2Fshow%2F579c55177464f37ca6b9780c%3Ftab%3D57d9a3fb51efd8fc05a587ca
https://www.facebook.com/IMAXUSCA/
https://www.instagram.com/imax/
https://twitter.com/IMAX
https://www.youtube.com/user/imaxmovies

